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Article Review #3: An Interview with Steve Myers (Show 069) 

 On this episode of The Silver Bullet Security Broadcast posted on December 29, 2011, 

Gary McGraw, the Chief Technology Officer of Cigital, interviews Steve Myers, Assistant 

Professor of Informatics and Computing in the School of Informatics at Indiana University and 

member of the Center for Applied Cybersecurity.  In the interview, there is a discussion of the 

gap between “real world” computer security and “academic” computer security, the problem of 

cryptography, whether it’s satisfactory to use “the NASCAR effect” to draw students into 

security, and spear phishing. 

 Steve Myers begins by discussing the gap between computer security in the “real world” 

and in “academics.”  This includes how there is data on computer security not available to the 

academic community.  Companies like Symantec or McAfee have more up-to-date information 

or data with fewer restrictions.  To perform research on the academic side, there is an approval 

process that must be followed and it often prohibits some research.  Academia is trying to 

provide a way of enhancing security in the long run, not just “putting out fires” like many 

corporations focus their time on.  He also discusses the goal of the Center for Applied 

Cybersecurity as outcomes.  They look for more holistic approaches to solve security problems.  

Myers discusses how academia looks at the potential architectures that can be implemented in 

regards to computer security.  He also mentions that cryptography is a “blessing and a curse,” 

because many cryptographers do not understand overall computer security.  He makes the point 
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that “cryptography is not security” and you cannot just use cryptography to make a system 

secure.  He believes a professor must teach a thought process, and that security is a risk 

management system.  Furthermore, he describes his teaching of a course very similar to our 

Secure Software Development class.  Gary McGraw brings up the question of whether it’s “okay 

to take advantage of the NASCAR effect, that is focusing on how stuff breaks, to lure kids into 

computer security, or will we simply end up with millions of pin testers?”  Myers believes it’s 

alright to motivate students to learn, but you cannot just have a show without teaching defense 

and sound principles.  Near the end of the interview, Myers explains that phishing is not a 

technical attack, but a social attack.  Countermeasures could be cryptographically, or changes to 

the user interface.  The interview ends with a brief discussion of “spear phishing” (targeting 

select groups of people with something in common in a phishing attack.) 

 Through reading this article, I learned about the differences in “real world” and 

“academic” computer security studies.  Steve Myers spoke of his techniques of teaching 

computer security and I noticed how many of the topics he covers in his courses at Indiana 

University relate to our course.  I was also able to learn a little more about cryptography and 

spear phishing. 


